Deepwater Lowering System for Cranes

3000 Meter Water Depth

Your partner for a Lifetime of Lifting

Our line of AmClyde™ Brand Super Marine Cranes are known throughout the offshore industry for their rugged construction, durability, and adaptability to future needs. As offshore construction needs have evolved, so have AmClyde brand cranes.
AmClyde Brand Super Marine Cranes

As offshore construction needs have evolved, so have AmClyde brand cranes. With the move to deeper water and increased subsea construction, cranes currently in production are often produced with enhanced deepwater hook travel. This enhanced deep water capability can now be added to existing cranes through a modification kit, enhancing the crane capabilities, while maintaining all the outstanding features of the existing crane.

Deepwater Lowering System for Cranes

Features
- Can be installed on existing cranes with minimal modifications to the crane
- Deepwater hook travel and capacities to meet your specific needs
- Field-proven Active Heave Compensation (AHC) system available as an option
- Modular construction allows installation at a wide variety of shipyards

Benefits
- Increased vessel flexibility to allow execution of a broader range of contracts
- Greater contract execution control as reliance on third party or additional fleet vessels is reduced
- AHC option allows smooth transition through the splash zone and controlled landing of packages on the sea bed for improved safety
- Brings older cranes into compliance with today’s more stringent technical and HSE requirements